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Efimov ’70 three bosons form trimer states even at a < 0

sequence of scattering lengths at threshold a
(n+1)
− /a

(n)
− →22.6942..

exp. observed via maxima in 3−body loss rate L3(a) Grimm.. ’06

few-body physics. These states have attracted consider-
able interest, fueled by their bizarre and counterintuitive
properties and by the fact that they had been elusive to
experimentalists for more than 35 years. In 2006, Krae-
mer et al. !2006" reported on experimental evidence for
Efimov states in an ultracold gas of cesium atoms. By
Feshbach tuning they could identify a pronounced three-
body resonance, which occurs as a fingerprint of an Efi-
mov state at the three-body scattering threshold. Three
years later, Knoop et al. !2009" presented additional evi-
dence for Efimov-like trimer states, reporting on the ob-
servation of a decay resonance in atom-dimer scattering.

Efimov’s scenario is shown in Fig. 45, showing the en-
ergy spectrum of the three-body system as a function of
the inverse scattering length 1/a. For a!0, the natural
zero of energy is the three-body dissociation threshold
for three atoms at rest. States below are trimer states
and states above are continuum states of three free at-
oms. For a"0, the dissociation threshold is given by
!Eb=!#2 /ma2, where Eb is the universal binding energy
of the weakly bound halo dimer; at this threshold a tri-
mer dissociates into a dimer and an atom. All states be-
low threshold are necessarily three-body bound states.
Efimov predicted that in the limit a! ±$ there would
be an infinite sequence of weakly bound trimer states
with a universal scaling behavior. Each successive Efi-
mov state is larger in size by a universal scaling factor
e%/s0 #22.7 !s0=1.006 24" and has a weaker binding en-
ergy by a factor of !22.7"2#515.

Efimov states exist on both sides of a resonance, and
Fig. 45 shows the adiabatic connection between both
sides. For a"0, an Efimov state near the atom-dimer
dissociation threshold can be regarded as a weakly
bound state of an atom and a dimer with a size set not

by a but by the even larger atom-dimer scattering length
!Braaten and Hammer, 2006". For a!0, Efimov states
are “Borromean” states !Jensen et al., 2004", which
means that a weakly bound three-body state exists in the
absence of a weakly bound two-body state. This prop-
erty that three quantum objects stay together without
pairwise binding is part of the bizarre nature of Efimov
states.

Resonant scattering phenomena arise as a natural
consequence of this scenario !Efimov, 1979", and they
are closely related to the basic idea of a Feshbach reso-
nance. When an Efimov state intersects with the con-
tinuum threshold for a!0, three free atoms resonantly
couple to a trimer. This results in a “triatomic Efimov
resonance.” When an Efimov state intersects with the
atom-dimer threshold for a"0, the result is an “atom-
dimer Efimov resonance” !Nielsen et al., 2002".

2. Observations in ultracold cesium

In an ultracold atomic gas with resonant interactions,
Efimov physics manifests itself in three-body decay
properties !Esry et al., 1999; Nielsen and Macek, 1999;
Bedaque et al., 2000; Braaten and Hammer, 2001, 2006".
The three-body loss coefficient L3 !Sec. III.A.2" can be
conveniently expressed in the form L3=3C!a"#a4 /m,
which separates an overall a4 scaling from an additional
dependence C!a". Efimov physics is reflected in a loga-
rithmically periodic behavior C!22.7a"=C!a", corre-
sponding to the scaling of the infinite series of weakly
bound trimer states. A triatomic Efimov resonance leads
to giant recombination loss !Esry et al., 1999; Braaten
and Hammer, 2001" as the resonant coupling of three
atoms to an Efimov state opens up fast decay channels
into deeply bound dimer states plus a free atom.

Kraemer et al. !2006" observed a triatomic Efimov
resonance in an ultracold thermal gas of Cs atoms. They
made use of the strong variation in the low-field region
!Fig. 22". This tunability results from a strongly entrance
channel dominated resonance at !12 G with sres=566
!see the Appendix", which provides a broad range of
universal behavior. By applying magnetic fields between
0 and 150 G, Kraemer et al. !2006" varied the s-wave
scattering length a between !2500a0 and 1600a0, large
enough to study the universal regime, which requires
$a $ &RvdW%100a0. The occurrence of one triatomic Efi-
mov resonance could be expected in the accessible
negative-a region. The position, however, could not be
predicted from knowledge of the scattering length alone
as, for a three-body process, a second parameter is re-
quired to characterize the universal properties !Braaten
and Hammer, 2006".

Figure 46 shows the results of Kraemer et al. !2006".
The three-body loss resonance was found at a magnetic
field of 7.5 G, corresponding to a scattering length of
!850a0. The behavior of loss at temperatures around
10 nK closely resembles the theoretical predictions of
Esry et al. !1999", who numerically solved the three-body
Schrödinger equation for a generic two-body model po-
tential. The observed behavior is also well fit with a uni-

1/a < 0 1/a > 0

FIG. 45. Efimov’s scenario: appearance of an infinite series of
weakly bound Efimov trimer !ET" states for resonant two-
body interaction. The binding energy is plotted as a function of
the inverse two-body scattering length 1/a. The shaded region
indicates the scattering continuum for three atoms !a!0" and
for an atom and a dimer !a"0". The arrow marks the intersec-
tion of the first Efimov trimer with the three-atom threshold.
To illustrate the series of Efimov states, the universal scaling
factor is artificially reduced from 22.7 to 2. For comparison, the
dashed line indicates a more tightly bound non-Efimov trimer
!T" which does not cross the scattering continuum. From Krae-
mer et al., 2006.

1272 Chin et al.: Feshbach resonances in ultracold gases
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universal Efimov number

22.69.. = expπ/s0 s0 = 1.00624

also shows up in energies at a =∞

E(n)/E(n+1)→exp 2π/s0 ' 515.03

position of first Efimov trimer

at a− = a
(0)
− is usually fixed by

an adjustable three-body parameter (i.e. is not universal)
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Efimov spectrum and broken scale invariance

eff. one-body potential for hyperradius R =
√(
r2

12 + r2
13 + r2

23

)
/3

Veff(R) =
~2

2m

ν2(R)− 1/4

R2
with ν(R, a =∞) = is0

prevent Thomas collapse by boundary condition as R→ 0

Ψ(R0) ≡ 0 R0 ' 1/Λ? depends on short distance details

but experiments indicate a universal (?) three-body parameter

7Li 85Rb 133Cs

−a−/lvdW 9.17, 8.13, 8.25 9.24 8.63, 10.19, 9.48, 9.46
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van der Waals potentials V (r) =

−C6/r
6 if r > rc

∞ if r ≤ rc

characteristic length 2 lvdw =
(
mC6/~2

)1/4
' 10 nm

scatt. length a = ā [1− tan (Φ− 3π/8)] with ā = 0.956 lvdw

WKB-phase Φ =
∫
dr
√
m|V (r)|/~ = 2 l2vdw/r

2
c ' π ·Nb �1

effective range re = 2.92 ā

(
1− 2

ā

a
+ 2

(
ā

a

)2
)

Flambaum et al. ’99

Chin, Greene, Ueda: lvdw sets scale also in the three-body problem
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Feshbach resonance within a two-channel model

a(B) = abg −
~2

mr?µ(B −B0)

en
er
gy

interatomic
distance

closed
channel

open
channel

incident
energy

bound
state

open-to-closed channel transfer

range function

χ(r) ∼ h · exp−r/σ

in
∫
χ(r2 − r1) φ(

r1 + r2

2
) ψ∗(r1)ψ∗(r2)

parameters h, σ, Bres determine strength, range and bare position
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scatt. amplitude f(k) = h2 χ2(k)Gφ(2k2,0) →
1

−1/a+ rek2/2− ik

1

a
=

1

2σ
−

16π

h2
ν̃res(B) with bare detuning ν̃res(B) = µ(B −Bres)

Determination of model parameters

gives

magnetic field

e
n
e
rg

y

bar
e 

m
ole

cu
le

universal dimer

resonance shift

a(B)

model parameters

,      ,

fixed via

comparison with quantum defect 
theory:

yields 

JULIENNE `04

Dienstag, 14. August 2012

h2 = 32π/r? gives a(B) = −
1

ν̃(B)r?

resonance shift µ(B0 −Bres) =

= 1/(r?ā) Julienne et al. ’04

fixes range σ = ā ' lvdw

effective range re = −2r∗+ 3σ
(

1−
4σ

3a

)
→

 ' 3 ā� r? open

−2 r? closed
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Efimov spectrum from Functional RG atom-dimer interaction

∫
Q1,Q2,Q3

λ
(k)
3 (Q1, Q2, Q3)φ∗(Q1)ψ∗(Q2)φ(Q3)ψ(Q1 +Q2 −Q3)

at momentum scale k, solve flow equ. with initial condition λ
(Λ)
3 ≡ 0
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poles in λ
(k=0)
3 (q1, q2, E) =

B(q1, q2)/
(
E + E(n) + iΓ(n)

)
trimer energies E(n) fixed by

ā ' lvdw and the dim.less

resonance strength sres = ā/r?
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Results: we obtain a− = −8.3 lvdw, κ?lvdw = 0.26 for r? � ā →

a) explains the ’universality’ of a− for resonances with sres � 1

b) predicts a smooth crossover to a− = −10.3 r? for sres � 1

- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3

- 0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2
crossover from open-channel

dominated limit sres � 1 to

sres � 1 where a− = −10.3 r?

(Petrov ’04, Gogolin .... ’08)

need: more exp. data on resonances with sres < 1 Modugno LENS
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II) Nonlocal Order in Mott-Insulators

SF-MI transition

Greiner et al. ’02

Bragg peaks in n(k) = n|w(k)|2
∑
R e

ik·R ρ1(R) at k = G

show LRO of amplitudes in the SF ρ1(R) = 〈â†(R)â(0)〉 → n0
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pair correlation in the Mott-phase from noise in the

absorption image (Fölling et al. ’05) bunching at k − k′ = G
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Full Counting Statistics of Atomic Gases

experimentally accessible by single site resolution images

Bakr et al.’10, Sherson et al.’10
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’Hidden’ Order in Mott-Insulators (Berg et al ’08)

MI has no local order parameter: it is defined by incompressibility

questions: a) is there some long range order in a MI ?

b) deconfinement of particle-hole pairs at transition ?

ground density is encountered. In the SF, particle
and hole fluctuations occur independently and
are uncorrelated, such that OP ! 0. However,
in the Mott insulating phase, density fluctua-
tions always occur as correlated particle-hole
pairs, resulting in OP ! 0. For a homogeneous
system, OP is expected to follow a scaling of
Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) type (15).
Nonlocal correlation functions, like the string-
order parameter defined above, have been in-
troduced in the context of low-dimensional quantum
systems. They classify many-body quantum
phases that are not amenable to a description
through a local order parameter, typically used
in the Landau paradigm of phase transitions.
Examples include spin-1 chains (16) and spin-
1/2 ladders (17), fermionic Mott and band
insulators (18), and Haldane insulators in one-
dimensional Bose gases (13, 14). Recently, the
intimate connection of string order and local
symmetries has been uncovered (19), and wide-
ranging classification schemes for quantum
phases using such symmetry principles have
been introduced (20, 21). We show that corre-
lated particle-hole pairs and string order can be
directly detected by using single-atom–resolved
images of strongly correlated ultracold quantum
gases (22, 23).

We prepared a two-dimensional degenerate
gas of ultracold 87Rb atoms before shining in
a two-dimensional square optical lattice (lattice
spacing alat = 532 nm) with variable lattice
depths in x and y directions (23, 24). A micro-
scope objective with a resolution comparable
to the lattice spacing was used for fluorescence
detection of individual atoms. Because inelas-
tic light-assisted collisions during the imaging
lead to a rapid loss of atom pairs, our scheme
detects the parity of the atom number. We used
an algorithm to deconvolve the images, yielding
single-site–resolved information of the on-site
parity. Typically, our samples contained 150 to
200 atoms in order to avoid MIs of occupation
numbers n > 1.

To detect particle-hole pairs, we evaluated
two-site parity correlation functions (25)

C"d# ! ! %sk %sk$d" " ! %sk " ! %sk$d" "2#

where %sk ! ei!"%nk is the parity operator at site k
and d is the distance between the lattice sites. For
the case of n ! 1, %sk yields +1 for an odd occu-
pation number nk and "1 for an even nk. If a
particle-hole pair exists on sites k and k + d, the
same parity s(nk) = s(nk+d) = "1 is detected
(Fig. 1). The existence of correlated particle-hole
pairs therefore leads to an increase of ! %sk %sk$d"
above the factorized form ! %sk " ! %sk$d", which re-
sults from uncorrelated fluctuations, for exam-
ple, because of thermal excitations. We obtained
C(d ) from our deconvolved images by an aver-
age over many experimental realizations and
by an additional average over k in a central
region of interest.

We first analyzed two-site parity correlations
in one-dimensional systems (Fig. 2, A and B). To
create isolated one-dimensional tubes, we kept
the lattice axis along y at a constant depth of Vy =
17(1) Er, where Er ! h2/(8ma2lat) denotes the re-
coil energy and m is the atomic mass of 87Rb.
Experimental uncertainties are marked as terms
in parentheses following numerical values. We
recorded the nearest-neighbor correlationsC(d=1)
for different values of J/U along the direction of
the one-dimensional tubes (red circles in Fig. 2B),
where J and U are the tunneling matrix element
and the on-site interaction energy in the Bose-
Hubbard model, respectively (24). For small J/U,
the nearest-neighbor correlations vanish, because
only uncorrelated thermal excitations exist deep
in the MI regime. Because particle-hole pairs
emerge with increasing J/U, we observe an in-
crease of nearest-neighbor correlations until a
peak value is reached,well before the critical value
(J /U )1dc # 0:3 (26, 27) for the one-dimensional
SF-MI transition. The observed signal is a gen-
uine quantum effect because thermally induced

particle-hole pairs extend over arbitrary distances
and are therefore uncorrelated. Their presence
leads to a reduction of the correlation signal. We
found no correlations when performing the same
analysis perpendicular to the one-dimensional
tubes (blue circles in Fig. 2B), showing that the
coupling between the tubes was negligible.

Our data show very good agreement with
ab initio finite-temperature matrix product state
(MPS) calculations (28, 29) at temperature T =
0.09 U/kB (where kB is Boltzman’s constant)
(Fig. 2A, solid line) that also take into account
our harmonic trapping potential with frequency
w/(2!) = 60(1) Hz. Compared with a homoge-
neous system at T = 0 (dashed line), the ex-
perimental signal is reduced, especially around
the maximum. This reduction can be attributed in
equal parts to the finite temperature of our system
and the averaging over different local chemical
potentials. The latter is especially severe in the
one-dimensional case owing to the narrow width
of the Mott lobe for n ! 1 close to the critical
point (15). Interestingly, the growth of particle-
hole correlationsº J2/U2 expected from first-
order perturbation theory (24) is limited to very
small values, J/U < 0.05, before deviations in
the experiment and the numerical simulations
are observed.

Because the dimensionality of the system
plays an important role in its correlation properties,
we also measured the two-site parity correlations
across the two-dimensional SF-MI transition by
simultaneously varying J/U along both lattice axes
(Fig. 2C). In contrast to the one-dimensional case,
we now observe the same nearest-neighbor cor-
relations within our error bars along both axes.
The maximum correlations are smaller than in
one dimension, and the peak value is now reached
around the critical value (J /U )2dc # 0:06 (30).
We compared our data with quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) simulations for a homogeneous
system at T = 0.1U/kB (solid line in Fig. 2C) and
found good quantitative agreement. Here, the
broader shape of the Mott lobe leads to a weaker

Fig. 1. Quantum-correlated particle-hole pairs in one-dimensional MIs. (A) In
a two-dimensional array of atoms (blue circles), decoupled one-dimensional
systems were created by suppressing tunneling along the y direction. Quantum
fluctuations then only induce correlated particle-hole excitations (yellow

ellipses) along the x direction of the one-dimensional MIs. (B) Such correlated
fluctuations in the occupation nj% are detected in the experiment as correlated
fluctuations in the parity sj% . The light red bar in (A) marks the one-dimensional
chain chosen in (B) for further explanations.

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 334 14 OCTOBER 2011 201

REPORTS

hidden order in a MI

due to confined ph-pairs

Endres et al Science ’11
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parity order parameter exp. versus numerics Mazza ...
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Area Law for Number Fluctuations

Gaussian approximation 〈Ô2
P (L)〉 ≈ exp−π2〈δN̂2〉(L)/2

measures number fluctuations in a domain of size L

〈δN̂2〉(L) =
∫
d1
∫
d2 nν(|x1 − x2|) →

 ∼ L d−1 MI

∼ αL d−1ln(L) SF

static structure factor S(q) →

 ∼ q2 in-compress.

α · |q|+ . . . compressible

compare entanglement entropy S(L) = b Ld−1 + ln
(
ρsLd−1/cs

)
/2
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Duality mapping to a classical interface problem Zw. ’89

consider Bosons with integer average occupation n̄� 1

Ĥeff =
U

2

∑
`

n̂2
` + Jeff

∑
`

[
1− cos

(
ϕ̂`+1 − ϕ̂`

)]
n̂` = b̂

†
`b̂` − n̄

map 1D quantum problem to a 2D classical interface

SDG =
1

2

√
U

Jeff

∑
`,j

[(
∇x h`,j

)2
+
(
∇τ h`,j

)2
]

n̂` = ∇x ĥ`

discrete Gaussian model with integer valued height variables h`,j
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roughening at T̃ =
√
Jeff/U ≥ T̃R ' 1 Fröhlich/Sp. ’81

MI with gap ∆µ 6= 0 corresponds to a smooth interface with

finite step free energy fs = ∆µ/(2
√
U Jeff) 6= 0 below T̃R

parity order 〈Ô2
P (L)〉 = 〈eiπ(ĥL−ĥ0)〉 →


1−

(
4J
U

)2
− 19

12

(
4J
U

)4
Mott-Insulator

fs ∼ exp− C√
Jc−J

near transition

∼ L−η̃ → 0 SF (η̃c = 1)
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analytical results consistent with DMRG
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Duality to a Lattice Gauge Theory in 2D Peskin ’78

part. function Z =
∑
[A]

exp

− 1

2T̃

∑
x,τ

(∇∧A)2

 T̃ =
√
Jeff/U

discrete lattice electrodynamics: A(x, y, τ) takes only integer values

MI-SF transition → deconfinement of magnetic monopoles

〈â†(x) â〉 = n̄ 〈eiφ̂(x)e−iφ̂(0)〉 = Z[x,0]/Z = exp(−∆F [x,0])

eff. interaction ∆F [x,0] =


|x|/ξ MI

const.− cs/(4πρs|x|) SF

massive ’photons’ ω = cs
√
m2c2s + |q|2 become massless ω = cs|q|
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parity order maps to an effective Wilson loop at τ = const

〈Ô2
P (L)〉 =

〈
exp

[
iπ
∫
D d2x (∇∧A)τ

]〉
= 〈exp [iπ

∫
∂DA · ds]〉 →


∼ exp−T̃ · L/m2 MI perimeter-law

∼ exp−T̃ · L lnL Superfluid (T̃ > T̃c)

decay of parity order in the MI determines Mott gap ∆ ∼ 1/m
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• The first Efimov trimer appears at a scattering length

which crosses over from a− ≈ −8.3 lvdw to a− ≈ −10.3 r?

• Single site resolution measures non-local parity order.

Duality transf. show that − ln 〈Ô2
P (L)〉 exhibits an area law

and is related to a Wilson-loop in a 2 + 1-dim. gauge theory
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